Cluster Profiles 
Enabling the Modern Kubernetes Platform
Introduction
Most modern enterprise apps are expected to be built on
Kubernetes as we go forward. However, enterprises today
still face tradeoffs in their Kubernetes platform choices. In
particular, existing Kubernetes management platforms
force organizations to choose between flexibility of
technology stacks and manageability and governance.
Developer

teams want to be able to utilize the
technologies that allow them to get the best product
development velocity. In a modern Kubernetes platform,
each element of a Kubernetes stack from operating
system to Kubernetes distribution, etc. should be
swappable with other technology choices, preserving the
ability to make the best choices for specific use cases. At
the same time, these deployments need to be
enterprise-ready and easy to manage. Enterprises need
one place to manage all their clusters, no matter where
they are or how they were created, and all of these
deployments need to fit in with existing enterprise
infrastructure, such as RBAC and data center and cloud
technologies.
With SpectroCloud,
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What is a Cluster Profile?
Spectro Cloud is based on a key concept called a cluster profile. A cluster profile is a
model of a Kubernetes infrastructure and application stack. It is defined as a collection of
layers where each layer is a specific component of the technology stack that makes up a
Kubernetes cluster, such as the operating system or service mesh. You might choose
Ubuntu 18.04 LTS as the operating system layer, Istio 1.6.2 as the service mesh layer, and
EKS-D for the Kubernetes layer.

Cluster Profiles
Cluster profiles come in one of three flavors: 

"infrastructure cluster profile", "add-on cluster profile", or "full stack cluster profile".
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Infrastructure Cluster Profile
Storage
Network
Kubernetes
OS

An infrastructure cluster profile consists of four core layers - operating system,
Kubernetes, storage, and network. These four layers are necessary ingredients for a new
Kubernetes cluster. Infrastructure profiles are used to deploy user defined and managed
Kubernetes clusters.

Add-on Cluster Profile
System App
Security
Load balancer

An add-on cluster profile is a cluster profile with optional layers that can out of box be
anything from load balancer, ingress controller, logging, monitoring, security,
authentication, service mesh, and common system apps. In addition, other custom
layers can easily be added to the definition. These cluster profiles are useful for deploying
and managing services on top of existing Kubernetes clusters, whether Spectro Cloud
deployed or not.
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Add-on Cluster Profile
System App
Service Mesh
Security
Monitoring
Load balancer
Storage
Network
Kubernetes
OS

A full stack cluster profile is a cluster profile that consists of infrastructure cluster profile
layers, as well as some number of optional layers. These profiles are useful for deploying
and managing user defined and managed Kubernetes clusters, from the infrastructure
through optional services. 


Once defined, a cluster profile serves as a deployment template for an automated build
out of a Kubernetes cluster stack. When a user deploys clusters or add-on technologies,
they do so from a cluster profile. For example, an AI/ML cluster profile could be used to
deploy multiple clusters that are intended for use with machine learning workloads. With
cluster profiles, the clusters that are deployed are guaranteed to be consistent against
the model that is defined, and with the Spectro Cloud platform there is no need for
complex integration scripts.
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While out-of-box technologies that can be selected as cluster profile layers are hosted in
the Spectro Cloud public repo, individual organizations can also host their own private
repos, with specific choices of technology or even applications that are more tailored for
the specific enterprise. For example, a particular organization might use a custom
security hardened OS for their clusters. Spectro Cloud provides one system to manage
the available technology choices for use in deployments.

Flexibility in the enterprise
Every enterprise is different, and different teams within an enterprise sometimes even
have different needs. Cluster profiles provide an easy way to provide for the specific
requirements of each team, while also providing consistent, enterprise-wide
management.
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A common example of different teams with different needs arises in enterprises with
data science teams. AI/ML workloads often require specific OS versions and drivers to
enable GPU acceleration. These newer requirements are often not reflected in existing
cluster infrastructure deployed for more traditional production workloads. As a result,
data science teams often resort to standing up and managing their own GPU servers.
With Spectro Cloud, production workload infrastructure stacks can be modeled with one
cluster profile, while AI/ML stacks can be modeled with a separate one tailored to the
needs of the data science team. Both cluster profiles are managed by one system but
enable different key use cases.



Most organizations over time find that there is a need for Kubernetes to be deployed
across multiple clouds and deployment venues, accessible by multiple teams, and able to
support multiple technologies. On top of this, the Kubernetes ecosystem is evolving
quickly; being able to quickly integrate new technologies becomes critical to not being
left behind. Cluster profiles make it easy to get the most out of the ecosystem.
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Cluster profiles and desired state based management
One reason that Kubernetes became the de facto container orchestration standard is the
way it helped to make lifecycle management easier for container-based applications.
Developers are able to write simple YAML files to describe what their application
topologies should look like (i.e., pods and services). Kubernetes then uses the desired
state described in these files to deploy applications. 


Kubernetes also maintains the state of the deployed application so that it continues to
match the YAML-defined desired state. If a node of the cluster fails Kubernetes will
check to see if any deployed services are affected. If they are, Kubernetes notices the
desired state deviation and takes action to move the system back to the desired state by,
say, relaunching impacted services on a different node of the cluster.


Desired state based management is also used to manage lifecycles of clusters. Upgrades
to an application can be accomplished by just updating the YAML file with a newer
version of application services. Kubernetes notices the update to the desired state and,
again, makes changes to the existing deployment to bring that deployment into
compliance with the updated desired state. Security updates are handled in the same
manner.
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Desired state based management is a powerful approach; it helps to minimize the use of
scripts, step by step reasoning and other overhead that is otherwise required to keep
systems healthy and up to date.

With Spectro Cloud's cluster profiles, desired state management extends beyond the
application managed by Kubernetes to the Kubernetes cluster and its infrastructure.
Rather than leaning on first generation tools such as Kops or Kubespray, Spectro Cloud
uses Kubernetes to manage the lifecycle of Kubernetes clusters and their infrastructure.
This offers several important benefits to IT Operations:
Easy and consistent cluster deployment: A cluster profile can be treated as a
template to easily deploy specific cluster stacks to various cloud environments.
Integration complexity becomes behind-the-scenes detail that is managed by the
Spectro Cloud platform, rather than scripts.
Resiliency: Desired state based management in Spectro Cloud ensures that
Kubernetes cluster state is managed against a single source of truth in the form of
cluster profiles. The entire Kubernetes infrastructure stack is monitored and kept
consistent against the system stack modeled in the cluster profiles.
System driven upgrade and rollback: With Spectro Cloud, upgrades of any piece of a
Kubernetes stack are achieved by modifying the corresponding layer of the originating
cluster profile to point to new versions of components. Since the cluster profile is the
single source of truth for what the clusters should look like, this triggers updates to
deployed clusters.
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Multi-cluster consistency: Maintaining consistency across multi-cluster fleets is simple
with Spectro Cloud. Cluster profiles provide a single source of truth for the desired state
of Kubernetes stacks, no matter where they are deployed—on-site, in the cloud, or any
hybrid combination.

Best practices and compliance
Cluster profiles can also support information sharing and modern approaches to
providing consistency and traceability in development and deployment.


Cluster profiles allow organizations to codify best practices and settings in YAML and
then reuse them consistently. This allows teams to quickly and safely deploy new
technologies, building on best practices optimized for the way the organization works.


For those organizations that have adopted a GitOps approach, Spectro Cloud's cluster
profiles easily integrate with tools such as Terraform or GitHub Actions to provide
end-to-end full stack management. This helps to ensure that teams that utilize GitOps
are able to consistently and easily manage the lifecycles of their entire Kubernetes
stacks.

Get started
With Spectro Cloud the modern Kubernetes platform is here today. Try it out today for
free with new or existing clusters.

Visit us at our website www.spectrocloud.com
Contact us at info@spectrocloud.com
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